Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy (SFG-VS) has become one of the most appealing technologies to characterize molecular structures at interfaces. In this focal point review, we focus on SFG-VS studies at buried polymer interfaces and review many of the recent publications in the field. We also cover the essential theoretical background of SFG-VS and discuss the experimental implementation of SFG-VS.
Introduction
An in situ study of buried polymer interfaces is appealing to researchers since it can help understand many important interface-related mechanisms that are beneficial to modern polymer science and chemical engineering. A technology that is able to provide in situ measurement of molecular structures at buried polymer interfaces has long been desired by surface scientists. Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy (SFG-VS), a surface specific nonlinear optical spectroscopic technique, first developed in the late 1980s, has gradually advanced into one of the most powerful tools to characterize buried interfaces in situ. 1 Capable of being used to measure interfacial molecular structures and orientations, SFG-VS has gained significant attention in surface science. Thanks to the advances in laser technologies, modern Sum frequency generation (SFG) spectrometers have achieved higher sensitivity, faster spectral acquisition speed, and more versatility to probe various interfaces. On the application side, one of the most promising research directions of SFG-VS is to elucidate buried interfacial properties of polymer materials. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy is playing an increasingly important role in revealing molecular behaviors at polymer interfaces to understand interfacial mechanisms such as polymer adhesion, anti-biofouling properties, lubrication, and biocompatibility. Such studies can ultimately help polymer scientists to develop advanced materials with improved performance for science and industry. In this review, we cover the basic theory of SFG-VS, the experimental implementation of the technology, and recent applications of SFG-VS in the study of buried polymer interfaces.
Sum frequency generation is a second-order nonlinear optical effect, which requires high-energy pulses to generate sufficient signal for detection. Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy first appeared in publication in 1987, developed by Shen et al. at the University of California, Berkeley. 10, 11 This work was an extension of a surface second-harmonic generation (SHG) technique, by introducing a mid-infrared (IR) beam to excite a monolayer of molecules and detecting the vibrational resonanceenhanced SFG signal. Their efforts triggered further improvement of this technology, making SFG-VS gradually surpassing SHG for surface studies. Over the past three decades, SFG-VS has grown to be a flourishing field. The annual publication number of SFG-VS for surface studies had a near linear growth in the past 25 years (Figure 1, gray bars) , with the highest number of 192 publications in 2016.
The first polymer interface study using SFG-VS was reported in 1997, authored by Shen et al. 12 In the following ten years, characterizing polymer interface has gradually Weldon School of Biomedical Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN, USA become one of the most important topics in SFG-VS, occupying up to 23% of total papers published in the field of SFG-VS in 2004 ( Figure 1 ). We expect that the buried polymer interface analysis would remain one of the hottest topics in the field of SFG-VS in the future.
Before reviewing applications of SFG-VS to study buried polymer interfaces, we summarize the basic theory and the experimental implementation of SFG-VS as a methodology tutorial.
Theoretical Background of Sum Frequency Generation Vibrational Spectroscopy Sum Frequency Response from a Nonlinear Medium
A basic assumption in nonlinear optics is that the optical induced polarization P(t) of a material is nonlinearly dependent on the input electric field strength, which can be expressed as PðtÞ ¼ P ð1Þ ðtÞ þ P ð2Þ ðtÞ þ P ð3Þ ðtÞ þ Á Á Á
Here, e 0 is the vacuum permittivity, and (t) is the input optical field. s (1) , s (2) , and s (3) are, respectively, the linear (or first order) susceptibility, the second-order nonlinear susceptibility, and the third order nonlinear susceptibly of the material. P ð1Þ ðtÞ, P ð2Þ ðtÞ, and P ð3Þ ðtÞ are, respectively, the linear polarization, the second-order nonlinear polarization, and the third order nonlinear polarization induced by the input optical field.
The generation of SFG signal arises from the second term P ð2Þ ðtÞ ¼ e 0 s ð2Þ E 2 t ð Þ in Eq. 1, and it involves two distinct input optical frequency components. The input field can be written as E t ð Þ ¼ E 1 e Àio 1 t þ E 2 e Àio 2 t þ cc ð2Þ
Here E 1 , E 2 and o 1 , o 2 are the strengths and frequencies of the two input optical fields, respectively; cc denotes complex conjugate. If we insert Eq. 2 into the second-order nonlinear polarization, we find the sum frequency term (Appendix A) to be
This induced nonlinear response from the material acts as a new source, generating the SFG signal at a sum fre-
To derive the wave equation describing the evolution of the sum frequency field, we can treat the system using a classical approach and start from the Maxwell's equations. The eventual nonlinear optical wave equation for the sum frequency field can be expressed as (Appendix B): 13
Here, c is the speed of light and P s NL is the induced nonlinear polarization that equals to 2e 0 w ð2Þ E 1 E 2 , according to Eq. 3. If we assume the input fields and the sum frequency field are plane waves traveling along direction z, we can write E n ¼ E n e ik n Áz , n ¼ 1, 2, s. Under this assumption, Eq. 4 can be simplified to (Appendix C):
Here, k s is the wave vector of the sum frequency field, k s ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi e ð1Þ ðo s Þ p Á o s =c. The wave vector mismatch is expressed as Ák ¼ k 1 þ k 2 À k s . From Eq. 5, we find that the sum frequency field E s evolves from the two input fields interacting with the second-order nonlinear susceptibility w (2) . It is necessary to note that the input field E 1 also subjects to variation from interaction between E 2 and E s , and so does E 2 . The three fields are coupled in this second-order nonlinear effect and usually expressed in a coupled equation set (Appendix D). However, in surface SFG, the signal intensity is usually negligible compared with the input beam intensities. Consequently, Eq. 5 alone can be used to determine the surface SFG field.
Signal of Sum Frequency Generation
The solution of Eq. 5 gives signal of SFG. Let us assume l is the interaction length of E 1 and E 2 . An integration on both sides of Eq. 5 between 0 and l gives
We now can use the definition of optical intensity I ¼ 2ne 0 c E j j 2 and derives I s ¼ 2o 2 s n 1 n 2 n s e 0 c 3 w ð2Þ
The last factor of this equation involves wave vector mismatch, which can be simplified to (Appendix E, online Supplemental Material) e iÁkÁl À 1 iÁk 2 % l 2 sinc 2 ðÁk Á l=2Þ ð 8Þ
The value of this factor is large when l 2/Ák. The presence of this term indicates that within l ¼ 2/Ák the input and output waves stay in phase so that the nonlinear frequency conversion efficiency is high. When l > 2/Ák, the output wave will get out of phase so that the conversion efficiency will be reduced. The l ¼ 2/Ák is usually defined as the coherence length of a nonlinear interaction, within which the output nonlinear optical conversion is highly effective. When Ák ¼ 0, the phase mismatch term merges to 1, giving a highest nonlinear frequency conversion condition called (perfect) phase-matching condition.
To depict a simple physical picture of SFG coherence length, we can consider the material is composed of simple oscillating dipoles. In the presence of two high intensity input beams, each dipole can develop an oscillation containing a sum frequency o 1 þ o 2 component, which is radiated through a dipole radiation pattern (Figure 2a ). The material consists a multitude of such oscillating dipoles and the overall SFG radiation pattern is an ensemble effect of all the dipole radiations. The phases of these dipole radiations are determined by the phases of the input fields. If the phases of these dipoles match, the SFG radiations from these dipoles constructively add in the beam propagation direction, generating a well-defined SFG beam (Figure 2b) . The abovementioned coherence length is the nonlinear interaction length within which the SFG fields generated by each dipole stay ''in phase'' so that the overall intensity is constructive. Exceeding such a length, the ''out-of-phase'' dipole radiation could reduce the amplitude of the SFG beam and the energy follows back to the input frequencies.
We see that the coherence length is solely determined by Ák. In SFG, Ák ¼ k 1 þ k 2 À k s . Perfect phase-matching condition can only be achieved when
Here, o 1 þ o 2 ¼ o s for SFG. For a material having normal dispersion at the laser wavelength, the perfect phase-matching condition cannot be achieved since the refractive index of the material increases monotonically as a function of wavelength (n 1,2 5 n s ). Fortunately, for most SFG studies at surfaces and interfaces, the thickness of the layer generating the SFG signal is usually much less than the coherence length, making Eq. 8 close to 1 even when Ák 6 ¼ 0. If SFG signal can be generated in the bulk material, e.g., non-centrosymmetric material, the phase mismatch needs to be considered.
For bulk SFG signal, assuming the input beams are collinearly projected on the sample from the same direction, the coherence length along the input laser direction is usually much longer than that along the counter-propagating direction (an example is shown in Appendix E). Therefore, the SFG-VS utilizing reflection-based geometries can effectively surpass bulk SFG signal compared with the SFG-VS using transmission-based geometries.
Overall, the SFG signal can be expressed as, in most cases,
if only the relative intensity comparison is required. For SFG signals at sharp interfaces using a reflection geometry, it sometimes can be further simplified by excluding the phase mismatch factor, which gives
From this simple expression, it can be seen that the SFG signal intensity is proportional to both input laser intensities and the square of the second-order nonlinear susceptibility of the material. Later we will show that w (2) is proportional to the molecular number density of the material. Therefore, SFG signal is in proportion of the square of molecular concentrations.
Sum Frequency Generation Vibrational Spectroscopy at Interface
In most SFG-VS, one input beam is in the visible range while the other input beam is frequency-tunable or frequencybroad in the mid-IR range. The input beams usually reach the interface at different incident angles, as shown in Figure 2c . The advantage of such a geometry is that molecular orientations, such as the tilt angles of a functional group, can be derived at interfaces with the help of polarizationresolved measurement and spectral analysis. Considering the input angles at interfaces and the interfacial boundary conditions, the expression of SFG signal is slightly different from Eq. 7. Derived by Shen et al., based on a three-layer model, the SFG intensity reflected from a surface can be expressed as 14
Here, b is the reflection angle of the SFG beam with respect to the interface normal, n i (i ¼ 1, 2, s) is the refractive index of three beams in medium 1 (the medium from which the incident beams reach the interface). This equation has a similar form as Eq. 7. In this equation, there is no nonlinear interaction length since the interface layer of molecules is assumed infinitely thin and w (2) is defined as the second-order susceptibility of the interface layer. The difference in the coefficient is primarily due to the slight difference in the definitions of the susceptibility and optical intensity used in the paper by Shen, 14 as well as the involvement of incident angles. If the two input beams perpendicularly reach the interface, we have b ¼ 0 and sec 2 b ¼ 1. This extreme condition is the same as that described in Eq. 7. If b ¼ 90 , the SFG intensity becomes infinite assuming infinite nonlinear interaction length and negligible power depletion of input beams. Generally, Eq. 12 can be used to describe SFG signal intensity generated by surface molecules in most SFG-VS. The actual coefficient is not important in most cases since usually only the relative SFG intensity is compared. Therefore, Eq. 11 is generally enough for spectral analysis in SFG-VS.
However, Eq. 11 does not contain polarization information of the lasers and the molecular responses in SFG-VS. In order to incorporate polarization information into the analysis, we usually define a surface-based coordinate system (x, y, z) as shown in Figure 2c . Here the s polarization of a beam is defined as the polarization perpendicular to the plane formed by incident beams and the surface normal, p polarization is orthogonal to the s polarization lying in such a plane; w (2) is a third-rank tensor which requires three indices to express the 27 components. This can be understood as that w (2) is a term that associates the interaction of two input beams and one output beam, thus requiring three indices to express the spatial dimension for each beam. Although there are 27 components in w (2) , different polarization combinations of input and output beams measure different components with much simplified correlations.
For an interface in the x-y plane, an ssp polarization (s polarized SFG signal, s polarized visible beam, p polarized IR beam) measures w (2) yyz and w (2) yyx since s only has the component of y while p has polarizations in both x-and z-directions ( Figure 2c ). If the interface is isotropic, the term w (2) yyx must equal zero. This is because if the sign of one index in w (2) switches, w (2) changes its sign, i.e., w (2) yy(-x) ¼ Àw (2) yyx . The reason of this property of w (2) will be seen in the next section. For an azimuthally isotropic surface, the value of w (2) does not alter with direction, which means w (2) yy(-x) ¼ w (2) yyx . Therefore, the only possible value for w (2) yyx is 0. However, since z is the direction across the interface, w (2) yy(-z) does not necessarily equal to w (2) yyz . Therefore, for an isotropic interface, the ssp polarization only measures w (2) yyz . Similarly, the sps polarization measures w (2) yyy , the pss polarization measures w (2) zyy , and the ppp polarization measures w (2) xxz w (2) xzx , w (2) zxx , and w (2) zzz.
For an azimuthally isotropic interface (on the x-y plane), besides w (2) zzz , the non-zero components are those having subscript indices that are quadratic terms in either x or y. Hence, there are seven non-zero terms in total, including: 15
Before giving exact correlations between polarization measurement and each component of w (2) , we also need to consider the local field correction parameters, defining as L factors here. These factors contain the refraction effect of input and output beams at interfaces and are sometimes known as Fresnel factors. The basic assumption is that the input lasers need to penetrate to the interface to generate SFG signal, and the SFG signal also needs to emit out from the interface. The laser fields subject to changes after passing through the boundaries between interface and the surrounding media and therefore require field corrections. The commonly used Fresnel factors, derived by Shen et al., are listed in Appendix F. 16 Consider the Fresnel factors and the geometry of the laser input, we have 
These examples show the correlations between ssp, sps, or ppp polarization measurements and the corresponding susceptibility components of the interface. Here we define effective susceptibility w (2) eff as the susceptibility of the entire rectangular area in Figure 2b . It is directly measured by the laser beams using Eq. 11 without considering any laser attenuations and experimental geometry. w (2) ijk is the susceptibility components of the interface generating SFG signal. Angle y is the angle between laser beams and the interface normal. The trigonometric factors arise from the projection of p polarization along x or z-directions for the indices in each susceptibly components. It is necessary to mention that using total internal reflection (TIR) geometry, w (2) eff,ppp only measures w (2) zzz because the Fresnel factors L px ¼ 0 (see Appendix F, the refractive angle is 90 under this condition).
The direction of SFG signal can be found by adding the wave vectors of the two input beams using the parallelogram law (Figure 2d ). Since the visible beam has a larger value in wave vector, the SFG output is usually found closer to the visible beam than to the IR beam.
Till now we have correlated the SFG signal intensities with the interfacial susceptibility components using polarization resolved measurement. Next, we need to find out the expression of w (2) as a function of specific molecular vibrational responses.
Understanding the Spectrum of Sum Frequency Generation Vibrational Spectroscopy
What we directly obtain from an SFG spectrum is the effective susceptibility w (2) eff . To gain the molecular level information, we need to understand the expression of w (2) and its properties for molecules possessing different symmetries.
w (2) can be derived quantum mechanically using density matrix formulation under dipole approximation. 13 A generic expression of w (2) is quite complex (Appendix G). 13 Luckily, for a three-level system in most visible-IR SFG-VS, if only one resonance can be reached (the IR input beam can match the vibrational resonance, the visible beam cannot reach the electronic resonance), the expression can be greatly simplified to (Appendix G)
Here, N is the number density of molecules. C combines all the other susceptibility terms that are either off-resonance or small in contribution. In this expression,
where c is the wave equation associated with the molecular state m or n.
To further simplify the expression of the second-order nonlinear susceptibility in Eq. 15, and considering that molecules have more than one vibrational band, we can obtain
Here, q represents the vibrational modes allowed by the SFG selection rule. w (2) NR sums all the nonresonant contribution terms in the second-order susceptibility. w (2) R is the resonant term which has a Lorentzian line shape. A is a value proportional to m i ge m j ev m k vg . Each m is a space vector defined in a Cartesian xyz coordinate system, and m ¼ e Á r. If we switch the sign of a certain coordinate, the vector component along that direction switches sign, e.g., m(-x) ¼ Àm(x). Second-order susceptibility is a product of three integrations of m. Therefore, we have, e.g., w (2) yy(-x) ¼ Àw (2) yyx as mentioned previously.
Furthermore, reversing the dipole direction causes the change of the sign (or phase) of the amplitude A. This indicates that the absolute orientation of molecules at interfaces can be determined by SFG-VS. Such an absolute orientation can be measured from phase-sensitive SFG-VS. [16] [17] [18] More information about the phase-sensitive SFG can be found in a review paper. 19 The second-order nonlinear susceptibility can be expressed in another form, using the dipole moment and the Raman polarizability. We can consider that SFG is a combination of an IR process from the ground state to the vibrational state and a Raman process from the vibrational state back to the ground state. The Raman polarization (the major component) of the second process can be written as in Chen and Xie 20 (for full expression, see Appendix G)
Therefore, w (2) can be expressed by a product of the Raman polarizability integral and the dipole moment integral
The selection rule of SFG-VS can be seen from Eq. 19. If the dipole moment m is a constant along its vibrational direction r, Eq. 16 becomes m mn ¼ m R 1 À1 c Ã ðmÞcðnÞdr ¼ 0. This is because c(m) and c(n) are orthogonal wave functions. Therefore, in order to allow the dipole transition, m must be changing as a function of r during the vibration. A simple way to express this selection rule of dipole transition is
Similarly, we have
The selection rule of an SFG transition is a combination of Eq. 20 and Eq. 21. In other words, during the molecular vibration, the changes in both the dipole moment and Raman polarizability must be non-zero in order to allow an SFG transition to occur. The selection rule of the SFG-VS is a combination of the selection rules of the IR and the Raman spectroscopies.
Sum Frequency Generation Vibrational Spectroscopy and Molecular Orientation
We have linked the macroscopic second-order nonlinear susceptibility of an interface to the molecular level dipole moment and the Raman polarizability. However, in the previous section, we have not considered the molecular orientations. The nonlinear susceptibility is not a simple sum of the hyperpolarizability of all molecules. At an interface, molecules might have different orientations. The overall susceptibility of an interface is the sum of all molecular hyperpolarizabilities projected to a specific coordinate system considering the molecular orientations. This implies that the same molecules having different orientations can give very different nonlinear optical responses. In contrast to the Cartesian axis system (x,y,z) that is usually used to define the macroscopic surface system, as shown in Figure 2c , a molecule-bound Euler coordinate system (a, b, c) is usually more convenient for the analysis of microscopic molecular functional groups with various symmetries, as shown in Figure 3 .
Hyperpolarizability b ð2Þ IJK of each molecule is usually defined in the molecular coordinate (a, b, c). It is proportional to both the Raman polarizability and dipole moment of the molecule, b ð2Þ IJK / a IJ m K . b ð2Þ IJK also has 27 total components but the non-zero terms are dependent on molecular symmetry. The second-order nonlinear susceptibility w ð2Þ ijk of a material is the ensemble average of the hyperpolarizability of each molecule projected to the lab frame Figure 3 . Molecular orientation of a functional group. A C-CH 3 group is oriented at a direction having azimuthal angle , rotation angle c, and tilt angle y with respect to lab-frame coordinate (x, y, z). The molecular coordinate for the CH 3 group is defined as (a, b, c). multiplied by the number density of molecules, which can be written as: 21
The angle brackets here indicate ensemble average. R is a matrix having three columns and three rows responsible for a rotation projection, from (a,b,c) to (x,y,z). The azimuthal angle f, rotation angle c, and tilt angle y are usually used to define a specific orientation ( Figure 3 ). To perform orientation projection, rotation operations are usually performed along a-, b-, and c-axis. There are multiple basic rotation combinations to overlap the two coordinate systems. Each combination consists of three rotation operations. Here, we choose the ''zyz'' rotation combination: the first rotation is along z-axis (azimuthal angle f), the second rotation is along y-axis (tilt angle y), and the third rotation is along z-axis again (twist angle c). The resulting transformation matrix is Therefore, Eq. 22 becomes:
Equation 24 indicates that the nonlinear susceptibility of a molecule is a function of molecular number density N, molecular orientation, and the hyperpolarizability of each molecule. If the hyperpolarizability of a molecule is known, the molecular orientation can be obtained by measuring SFG response at different polarization conditions. In many cases, the interface is isotropic on the x-y plane, and the azimuthal angle can be integrated from 0 to 2p to represent all possible orientations measured by the experiment. This reduces the number of unknown angles to two. If a molecular moiety can freely rotate along the principle axis (e.g., functional groups having C 3v or C 2v symmetry), the rotation angle can also be integrated from 0 to 2p, leaving only one tilt angle to be determined. For example, assuming an isotropic interface and free rotation along c-axis, for a CH 3 group having C 3v symmetry, the following equations can be derived.
For the symmetric C-H stretching: 22 Here, s and as indicate symmetric and asymmetric C-H stretching modes, respectively. For the symmetric C-H stretching mode, r ¼ b ð2Þ aac =b ð2Þ ccc . Here, we can also find that the symmetric and the asymmetric modes of the methyl group for the w ð2Þ xxz and w ð2Þ yyz always have opposite signs. This implies that the symmetric and the asymmetric vibrational modes for the methyl group always negatively interfere with each other in the ssp polarization. Such a requirement needs to be considered when the spectral fitting is performed.
It is usually difficult to accurately determine the number density N for a surface, the absolute molecular hyperpolarizability value, and the accurate correlation of such a value with SFG intensity. Alternatively, we can use the ratio between different polarization measurements to derive the orientation.
For example, we can use the ratio of Eq. 26a and Eq. 26b, and obtain 
This ratio eliminates the number of molecules and the molecular hyperpolarizability, and is only a function of the tilt angle y. If we assume the distribution of y is a d-function, then cos y h i and cos 3 y can be substituted simply by cos y and cos 3 y, respectively. The orientation angle can also be modeled by a Gaussian distribution function 
Zhang f ðyÞ ¼ C Á exp½Àðy À y 0 Þ 2 =ð2s 2 Þ, where C is a constant, y 0 is the center of the Gaussian distribution, and s is the width of the distribution. 23, 24 In the experiment, we can obtain an experimental value of jw ð2Þ ssp,as =w ð2Þ sps,as j from SFG-VS signal in ssp and sps polarizations. We further derive the value jw ð2Þ yyz,as =w ð2Þ yzy,as j by considering the Fresnel factors described in Eq. 14. Then we can use Eq. 27 to deduce the molecular tilt angle for the CH 3 groups at an interface.
Similarly, we can also use w ð2Þ
to derive the orientation. The advantage of using this ratio is that no Fresnel factor is required because the symmetric and asymmetric modes are both measured in ssp polarization. However, it leaves the relationships of b ð2Þ aac , b ð2Þ ccc , and 2b ð2Þ caa to be determined. Their relation can be derived theoretically using the bond additivity method 25 or estimated empirically from experimental results. 26 The bond additivity method is also often used to determine Raman hyperpolarizability of many other functional groups. [27] [28] [29] Using the bond additivity method, hyperpolarizability of a complicated molecular moiety can be obtained by combining the corresponding parameters of each related chemical bond forming the molecule.
Similar to the CH 3 group, the molecular orientation equations of other functional groups such as CH 2 and phenyl ring have been reported. 23, 30, 31 
Implementation of Sum Frequency Generation Vibrational Spectroscopy Narrowband and Broadband Sum Frequency Generation Spectrometers
Generally, based on laser systems and detection schemes, SFG spectrometers can be classified into broadband and narrowband systems. A narrowband SFG spectrometer usually utilizes picosecond (ps) pulses generated from a high-energy laser system to pump frequency conversion systems to generate a visible beam with a fixed wavelength and a wavelength-tunable mid-IR beam. The generation of a high-energy mid-IR beam is relatively more difficult than generating a visible or a near-IR beam. For example, in an EKSPLA SFG spectrometer, a Q-switched mode-locking laser beam at 1064 nm output from a Nd:YAG laser is first frequency doubled to 532 nm. Part of the 532 nm beam is directly used as the visible beam for the SFG-VS. A SFG beam at 355 nm generated by the other part of 532 nm beam and a portion of the 1064 nm beam is then used for optical parametric generation (OPG) and amplification (OPA) to produce a near-IR beam, which is used in difference frequency generation (DFG) to eventually produce the mid-IR beam. Tuning the angle of the nonlinear crystal in the OPG/OPA generation and the angle of a grating for wavelength selection can sweep the mid-IR beam step by step to obtain an SFG spectrum ( Figure 4a ). For the signal collection, a monochromator and a highly sensitive photomultiplier tube are usually used.
A ps narrowband SFG-VS system is slow to acquire a spectrum. This is because at each tuning step, which usually takes seconds to complete, only one frequency in the spectrum can be measured. On the other hand, ps SFG-VS systems usually have high spectral resolution (below 5 cm -1 ), determined by the frequency bandwidth of a ps pulse.
A broadband SFG-VS system usually requires a broadband femtosecond (fs) laser source, e.g., a Ti:sapphire mode-locked laser system. The pulse energy of a single Ti:sapphire oscillator is usually too weak for SFG-VS at interfaces. An amplifier system is then used to further amplify the pulse energy, sacrificing the laser repetition rate. High-energy broadband mid-IR pulses are also generated by the OPG/OPA-DFG method. The visible beam is usually a narrowband pulse obtained from the laser source. The overlapping of the narrowband visible beam and the broadband mid-IR beam simultaneously excites multiple vibrational bands at an interface ( Figure 4b ). The broadband SFG spectrum is then measured by a spectrometer with a charge-coupled device (CCD) array for signal detection.
A fs broadband SFG-VS system has higher spectral collection speed, up to milliseconds. 32 However, due to the relatively broader bandwidth of the visible beam, the spectral resolution is usually lower than a ps SFG-VS system. High resolution broadband SFG-VS has been developed with higher spectral resolution below 1 cm -1 . 33, 34 
Experimental Geometries and Substrates Used in Sum Frequency Generation Vibrational Spectroscopy
As mentioned previously, SFG experimental geometry based on the detection of the reflection signal can reduce the nonresonant signal contribution from the bulk. The majority of SFG-VS experiments measuring polymer interfaces were using the reflection geometry. Another reason for using such a geometry is that it only requires the laser beams to penetrate through one of the materials forming the interface, making the experiments easier to design.
A substrate, usually a waveguide, is commonly utilized to support the sample for interface characterization. Such a substrate can be an optical window, a triangular prism, a semi-circular prism, or a trapezoid Dove prism, as depicted in Figure 5 . The optical window is one of the most widely used substrates for polymer interface studies due to its simplicity ( Figure 5a ). 35 Triangular prism and hemi-cylinder prism are also frequently used to enhance the reflectivity of SFG signal at buried polymer interfaces (Figure 5b and 5c). [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] However, for the study of polymer surface in air, the prism geometry could also detect strong signal from the buried polymer/prism interface. 42 A trapezoid Dove prism has been used to achieve a multi-reflection geometry surfaces (Figure 5d ). 43 The material of the substrates can be fused quartz, sapphire, CaF 2 , BaF 2 , or any material that is transparent for both the visible and mid-IR beams. Both the fused quartz and the sapphire substrates have high hardness and good acid resistance (except HF). Therefore, they can be extensively cleaned in strong acids and reused after cleaning. However, the transmission cutoff wavelengths of quartz and sapphire are $4200 nm (2380 cm -1 ) and $5000 nm (2000 cm -1 ), respectively. Such transmission properties prevent the use of quartz and sapphire substrates to study fingerprint vibrational bands (500-1800 cm -1 ), which carry rich chemical information. The CaF 2 substrate is transparent for the mid-IR frequency as low as 10 000 nm (1000 cm -1 ); the transmission cutoff wavelength of the BaF 2 substrate can reach 13 000 nm (770 cm -1 ). Therefore, both CaF 2 and BaF 2 can be used to study low vibrational modes in SFG-VS. However, they have very low hardness and are reactive to most acids. CaF 2 is slightly soluble in water (16 mg/L at 20 C) and BaF 2 is more soluble than CaF 2 in water.
To study the polymer/metal interface, due to the opacity of metal to laser beams, the input beams need to enter the interface from the polymer side. Various geometries used for polymer/metal interface studies will be discussed later in this review.
Noise in Sum Frequency Generation Vibrational Spectroscopy
Not only the SFG signal, but also the noise matters in an SFG experiment. What determines the quality of the final measurement is the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. We now introduce several common noise terms in laser spectroscopy. 43 Shot noise is caused by random fluctuation of photons in the laser and electrons in the photodetector. The electrical current fluctuation arising from the shot noise can be expressed as
Here i p and i D represent, respectively, the photocurrent and the detector dark current. In most of the conditions i D ( i p . e is the elementary charge; t is the signal integration time. The SFG-VS signal from the interface is spectrally separated from the input beams and is usually weak in intensity. Consequently, the shot noise contribution from the SFG-VS signal can usually be ignored. Under the conditions that many photons from the visible beam or room light are detected by the detector, the shot noise contribution from such sources can become a dominant noise factor.
Thermal electric noise arises from the thermal agitation of electrons in the detector. The electrical current arising from the thermal noise has the form
where T is the temperature in Kelvin, R is the resistance, and k B is the Boltzmann constant. Laser intensity fluctuations can cause a fluctuation in the eventual SFG signal. Such noise is termed laser intensity noise (LIN). The noise current from laser intensity fluctuation satisfies
Here, s is the proportional factor of noise with respect to signal, P is the average laser power detected by the photodetector, and G is the gain of the detector.
The total noise current can be added up using the following equation.
The S/N ratio is defined as a ratio of the mean value of the SFG signal current and the overall noise current
From the above expressions, we find that longer signal integration can reduce the noise current of each noise term and increase the S/N ratio value. Assuming the same SFG signal level, the S/N ratio value is proportional to ffiffi t p . Spectral averaging is one of the most common ways to improve the S/N ratio. Assuming the n measurement was performed for the spectral averaging, the S/N ratio is improved by a factor of ffiffi ffi n p . In most of the ps SFG-VS experiments, the signal integration time is on the scale of seconds. Using such a collection time, and under the condition that the detector is largely shielded from detecting laser beams and ambient light, the thermal noise and the shot noise currents are usually negligible and the major noise in ps-SFG signal is from the LIN.
The above signal and noise expressions are defined at a specific frequency. The S/N ratio is a value representing the capability of resolving a signal from noise. If we consider the fluctuation of an SFG spectrum, there is another noise term that needs to be taken into account: energy variations of the IR laser at different frequencies lead to fluctuations of the SFG nonresonant background or signal. 43 This type of noise shows up in the SFG frequency domain and can be reduced by dividing the SFG-VS spectrum by the IR profile at different frequencies. However, due to the presence of other noise as mentioned above, such a calibration method might work at a risk of introducing artificial SFG-VS peaks.
The Nonresonant Signal
In SFG-VS, the resonant peaks are usually sharp and contain molecular structural information at interfaces, whereas the nonresonant signals are usually spectrally broad and can arise from molecules both at the interface and in the bulk. From Eq. 17, we find that the nonresonant signal can interfere with the resonant signal and distort the SFG spectral line shape. In many cases, minimal nonresonant signal is preferred. In most transparent substrates, such as those are made of fused silica, CaF 2 , or sapphire, the nonresonant signals are usually small so that the resonant peak distortion is not significant. The level of the nonresonant signal can be estimated from fitting the SFG-VS spectra using Eq. 17. In many conditions, especially in a fs SFG-VS system, when the nonresonant signal level is relatively high, suppressing the nonresonant signal and retrieving the resonant signal from the mixed spectra become necessary. Various methods have been utilized to separate resonant and nonresonant contributions from SFG-VS spectra. For example, temporal discrimination between the fast non-resonant and the slower resonant responses was achieved by using time-asymmetric pulses generated by a FabryÀPerot etalon. 44 Weeraman et al. reported the generation of ''inverted'' ps IR pulses to minimize the sampling of the nonresonant response. 45 A variable time delay method has been used in fs SFG-VS for a full suppression of the nonresonant signal. 46 The method was used in a model liquid chromatography system and showed that changes in solvent can alter the nonresonant contribution rather than the resonant response. 47 Nonresonant signal can be high in certain polarization combinations and weak in others. 48 In some polarizations used for the chiral SFG-VS signal detection, the nonresonant chiral signal can be strong. 49 For the detection of weak resonant SFG-VS signals, a strong nonresonant background can be helpful, since it can amplify the resonant signal through heterodyne amplification. 49 Due to the presence of free electrons, metal usually generates very strong nonresonant signal, which can be used to amplify the SFG signals from polymers at buried metal/polymer interfaces. 50
Using Sum Frequency Generation Vibrational Spectroscopy to Study Polymer Interfaces
Polymers are commonly used in contact with many different media such as water, aqueous solution, metal, and other polymers. The interfacial region is where materials with different properties meet and interact. Interfacial properties, which are determine by the interfacial molecular structures, often regulate the application of polymers in different environments. Therefore, it is essential to study the polymer interfacial molecular structures. Conventionally, such molecular level information at the interfaces is difficulty to obtain due to the lack of appropriate techniques. Few techniques can provide information solely at interfaces without contributions from bulk constituent. Surface sensitivity techniques such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) or secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) cannot study buried interfaces. The conventional way to probe buried interfaces using such techniques is to fracture the interface and analyze the resulting surfaces. Such a method can significantly alter the interfacial molecular structures. Attenuated total internal reflection Fourier transform infrared (ATR FT-IR) spectroscopy can measure buried interfaces, but it probes the total area within the range of the evanescent wave and is therefore not interface-specific. Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) requires a rough metal surface to enhance the electromagnetic field in order to probe molecules deposited on the metal surface. Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy has remarkable advantages over other techniques for studying buried interfaces. First, SFG-VS is a laser-based technology and therefore can measure buried interfaces in situ without the need of interface exposure. Second, it is intrinsically surface-sensitive since the signal can only be generated from the locations where the central symmetry is unsatisfied. Third, it provides molecular level information due to the excitation of molecular vibrations using the mid-IR beam. Fourth, the signal of SFG is polarization dependent so that molecular orientation can be extracted from polarization-sensitive measurement. In this section, we review some of the studies on buried polymer interfaces using SFG-VS.
It is impractical to cover all the papers in the field. Instead, we selected SFG-VS studies on some of the most extensively studied buried polymer interfaces, including polymer/water, polymer/metal, polymer/adhesive, and other polymer/solid interfaces. Other review papers of SFG-VS may help readers to gain further understanding of the related fields. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] The Study of Polymer-Water Interface In many situations, polymers are used in contact with water or aqueous solution. In SFG-VS, the polymer/ water interface is among the most extensively studied interfaces since the debut of the technique. Understanding the behavior of polymer structures when in contact with water has a great effect on surface science. Such understanding could lead to the design of polymers with more favorable interfacial properties in aqueous environments. For instance, polymers used for body implants require high biocompatibility and hydrophilicity, which are determined by the behavior of polymer surface functional groups in water. Here, we will review surface structures of various polymer materials in aqueous conditions studied by SFG-VS.
The Interface Between Acrylate Polymer and Water
Acrylate polymers are among the earliest and the most extensively studied polymers by SFG-VS. Surface structures of many acrylate polymers tend to change after contacting water. In 1999, Chen et al. studied the rearrangement of polymer functional groups on poly (2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (PHEMA) surfaces in different environments by using SFG-VS. It was shown that the PHEMA surface was dominated by hydrophilic hydroxyl groups in water and was covered by hydrophobic methyl groups in air, as shown in Figure 6a . 51 The Chen group systematically studied the surface restructuring of poly(methacrylate)s in water using SFG-VS. First of all, it was found that poly(methacrylate)s with different side-chains had different surface conformations in water. 52 Surfaces of the polymers possessing longer side-chains such as poly(ethyl methacrylate) (PEMA) and poly(n-butyl methacrylate) (PBMA) tended to restructure in water, 53, 54 while the surface of poly(methacrylate) (PMMA), which has a shorter side-chain, tended to remain unchanged in water. 52 Quantitative analysis of molecular orientations at the PMMA/water and the PBMA/water interfaces were achieved with the help of polarization dependent measurement in SFG-VS. 24, 53 It was shown that a water environment tended to reduce the tilt angle of hydrophobic methyl groups at interfaces. 53 The restructuring behavior of the poly(methacrylate)s can be explained from the conformation of their sidechains. The molecular structures of PMMA, PEMA, PBMA, and poly(octadecyl methacrylate) (POMA) are shown in Figure 6b . PMMA has a short side-chain and the ester-methyl group is relatively more hydrophilic so that these side-chains do not need to reorder in water.
The side-chains of PEMA and PBMA are longer, less rigid, and more hydrophobic, and therefore tend to restructure in hydrophilic environment. Such changes in surface structures are reversible when expose the polymer surface back into air. 52 POMA, which has a very long hydrophobic side-chain, showed irreversible surface restructuring after water contact. The poly(ethyl acrylate) (PEA) surface also showed irreversible changes after water contact. 54 The length of the side-chains could also influence the glass transition temperatures of the polymers such as poly(n-alkyl methacrylate)s, determining the surface restructuring behavior of the polymer and the surface reversibility after water contact. 55 Due to the presence of the side-chain carbonyl group, acrylate polymers tend to form hydrogen bonds with water molecules in aqueous environment. Such hydrogen bond formation can be observed from a $18 cm -1 redshift of the C¼O peak at 1740 cm -1 in an SFG spectrum, as shown in Figure 6c . 56 Based on such a redshift, Li et al. found that the majority of the C¼O groups on the poly(2-methoxyethyl acrylate) (PMEA) surface in water formed hydrogen bonds. 56 Chen et al. observed the hydrogen bond formation at both PEMA and PEA surfaces under water. 54 Polymer thin films are usually deposited on substrates for SFG-VS study. The overall SFG-VS signal can therefore arise from both the polymer/medium interface and the polymer/substrate interface. The thickness of the films can affect the Fresnel coefficients of the input and output beams. Consequently, thin-film models considering multiple reflections of the laser beams in the film were developed, initially used to study the polymer surface structures on metal, 57, 58 and were further used to understand the surface structures of PMBA in water. 59 It was found that at the silica/PBMA and the PBMA/water interfaces, the PBMA side-chain methyl groups adopted different absolute orientations, both pointing towards the polymer bulk due to the unfavorable interaction between the hydrophobic methyl groups and water or the substrate. 59 Selective deuteration of polymer side-chains allowed improved illustration of polymer side-chain behaviors. Tateishi et al. used such a method to study the surface behavior of PMMA at N 2 and water interfaces. 41 Upon contacting water, the carbonyl groups on the PMMA side-chain oriented toward water to form hydrogen bonds. The ester methyl groups tended to migrate into the polymer film while the a-methyl groups oriented along the interface. A schematic of the molecular structure of PMMA at water interface is displayed in Figure 6d . Poly(methyl 2-propenyl ether) (PMPE), which is structurally similar to PMMA but lacks a carbonyl group in the side-chain, was synthesized to understand the effect of the side-chain carbonyl group on the water structure at polymer interface. 60 It was found that the existence of the carbonyl group determined the formation of highly ordered water molecules and the orientation of the methyl sidechains at the polymer/water interface. 60 Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy has also been used to examine the surface structures of a poly(methacrylate) with liquid crystal side-chains, showing that annealing can help maintain the polymer surface structure after water contact. 61 The Interface Between Poly(Dimethyl Siloxane) and Water Poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) is one of the most widely used organic polymers based on silicon. It has been widely used in lithography, medicine, cosmetics, and antifouling applications, and as surfactants. The interfaces between PDMS materials and water play a pivotal role for determining the physical and chemical properties of the polymers in aqueous environments. Since 1997, SFG-VS has been applied to understand the interfacial structures of polymers involving PDMS. Zhang et al. first studied a polyurethanebased polymer having PDMS end groups, and found that upon contacting water, the hydrophobic PDMS end groups, originally dominated the surface of the polymer in air, withdrew at the interface with water, leaving the interface dominated by the hydrophilic polyurethane groups. 12 This observation demonstrates a minimization of the interface free energy during hydrophobic-hydrophilic interactions. Chen et al. studied surface restructuring behaviors of various PDMS materials using SFG-VS. 62 It was found that all polymer surfaces were covered by ordered methyl groups both in air and in water. Upon water contact, the methyl groups on PDMS surfaces ''lay down'' more towards the interface. 62 PDMS surfaces can be modified by tethering other functional groups such as polyelectrolytes to alter the interfacial properties in water. Shi et al. grafted cationic, anionic, and zwitterionic polyelectrolytes onto PDMS surfaces (Figure 6e ) and studied the modified surface structures using SFG-VS. 63 Although the PDMS Si-OCH 3 groups dominated the surfaces of all the materials in air, as seen from the strong peaks at 2915 cm -1 (Figure 6f) , the polyelectrolyte groups exhibited strong SFG-VS signals in water, showing peaks from CH 3 and CH 2 vibrations (Figure 6f) , indicating a substantial surface restructuring and the segregation of grafted hydrophilic groups in aqueous environment. 63 In another example, Hsiao et al. grafted cationic polymer lubricant side-chains to the PDMS. Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy study revealed that the film was externally hydrophobic but internally hydrophilic. Such a hydrophobic but hygroscopic structure reduced the de-wetting of the polymer after removal from water. 64 A thin layer of PDMS can have different structures at air/water interface. Using SFG-VS, Kim et al. found that when the surface density was low, the PDMS chains were random. 65 At higher surface densities, the two adjacent methyl groups on PDMS oriented towards the air, with one closer to the surface normal and the other more towards the surface. In the most concentrated conditions, the PDMS film was likely to form horizontally folded multilayers. 65 
Anti-Biofouling Polymers
Biofouling is the attachment and the accumulation of various marine organisms to wetted surfaces. It can significantly increase the fuel costs of marine vessels, deteriorate the function of sensors working in the ocean, and hamper the aquaculture industry. Anti-biofouling remains one of the most challenging fields in material chemistry and engineering. Novel polymer materials have been developed to help reduce biofouling. To bring about better antibiofouling materials with improved performance, it is crucial to understand the anti-biofouling mechanisms at the material/water interface. Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy has played an increasingly important role in this aspect by providing insights on the molecular behaviors of anti-biofouling polymers underwater.
Among various materials, PDMS-based material is one of the most commonly used polymer coatings for antibiofouling. Chen et al. applied SFG-VS to examine the surfaces of various PDMS materials in air and found that highly ordered methyl groups were present at surfaces of all such materials when exposed in air and immerse in water. 62 Biocide moieties can be covalently tethered to PDMS to reduce biofouling in a contact-active scheme. Ye et al. correlated SFG signal from the underwater anti-fouling surfaces with the anti-fouling properties of such materials and found that the triclosan biocide groups segregated to the surface when the content was higher than 8.75%, a minimum concentration to ensure effective anti-fouling property. 66 In another study, quaternary ammonium salt (QAS) moieties with different chain lengths have been chemically tethered to PDMS for antimicrobial and anti-biofouling purposes. 67 Surface structures of such polymers were examined using SFG-VS in air, in water, and in nutrient growth medium. The results indicated that the lengths of the two side-chains connected to the positively charged nitrogen atom can affect the anti-biofouling properties of the polymer. 67 In order to be effective in anti-fouling, the charged nitrogen atoms need to be exposed in water. This requires a long chain to connect the nitrogen atom to the PDMS matrix, as shown in Figure 7a . 67 Furthermore, a study on the PDMS coating containing quaternary ammonium-functionalized polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane (Q-POSS), performed by Liu et al., showed that the long side-chain of the Q-POSS can protrude into water to disrupt bacteria membranes. 68 PHEMA has been used as an anti-fouling hydrogel material. Li et al. studied the surface restructuring of PHEMA in air and in bovine serum albumin (BSA) water solution using SFG-VS. 69 It was found that the hydroxyethyl and the carbonyl groups from the polymer were ordered at the polymer/water interface. Strong water O-H signal was also detected from the interface (Figure 7b ), suggesting the favorable interaction between polymer side-chains and water molecules. 69 Furthermore, the results showed that the PHEMA surface tended to interact more with the water molecules rather than with the BSA molecules, explaining the anti-fouling behavior of the polymer. 69 Another important type of anti-fouling material is an amphiphilic polymer. Surface structures of the amphiphilic 69 (c) Sum frequency generation spectra of, from left to right, CBAA1, CBAA2, and SBMA modified polymer brush in contact with water at pH 5, 7, and 9. The molecular structures of the polymer brush and the zwitterionic side-chains are shown on top of the SFG spectral channels. Adapted from Leng et al. 72 polymers in water determine the anti-biofouling properties of the polymer. Leng et al. used SFG-VS to probe several polybetaines with different side-chains attached to the polymer backbone. 70 The results showed that both the oligo(ethylene glycol) and the octyl side-chains tended to order at the polymer/water interface. On the other hand, the fluorinated side-chains withdrew from water. Furthermore, the betaine groups from the polymer formed hydrogen bonds with water. These surface structures can be well correlated with the anti-biofouling performances of the polymers. 70 In a later study, amphiphilic polypeptoids with different sequences were studied by SFG-VS. 71 It was discovered that the anti-biofouling properties were determined by the surface presence of the N-(2-methoxyethyl)glycine groups and the hydrogen bonds formed between polymer and water, while that the fouling release behaviors were affected by the surface restructuring rate upon water contact. 71 Zwitterionic polymers have seen great potential in use as biofouling resistant coatings. The anti-biofouling properties of zwitterionic materials are largely due to the formation of an electrostatically induced hydration layer near the polymer surface under water. By using SFG-VS and monitoring the O-H stretching in the range of 3000-3600 cm -1 , Leng et al. found that pH value can induce changes in water structures at the carboxybetaine polymer surface but not at the sulfobetaine polymer surface under water, as shown in Figure 7c . 72 This is because the sulfonate group, different from the carboxylate group, cannot be protonated in the pH range of 5-9. Probing water structures at polymer/water interface is crucial to understand the anti-biofouling behaviors of zwitterionic materials. However, water O-H peaks in SFG-VS are usually broad and overlapped. The utilization of isotopically diluted water allowed different water structures to be separated, such as weakly and strongly hydrogen-bonded water. 73 A recent review article summarized the SFG-VS studies on the interfacial hydration of zwitterionic polymers and other antibiofouling polymers. 74 
Polymers with Plasticizers in Water
Plasticizers are additives that are commonly incorporated into the polymers, especially polyvinyl chloride (PVC), to improve the flexibility and durability of the polymers. The most widely used plasticizers are phthalate or phthalate esters. These molecules, which were found present at the polymer surfaces and can leach from the polymer into the environment, could cast negative effects on human health. Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy, in combination with other techniques, was used to study the surface and interface behavior of the plasticizers and their leaching effect. Hankett et al. utilized a platform which was able to simultaneously acquire molecular information on surfaces (using SFG) and in the bulk (using coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering [CARS]) 75 to investigate a bis-2-ethylhexyl phthalate (DEHP) plasticized PVC system. 76 Sum frequency generation results showed the extensive segregation of DEHP molecules on PVC surfaces. Plasma treatment changed the surface structures of the plasticized PVC but left the polymer bulk almost unchanged. 76 Other plasticizers, such as diethyl phthalate and dibutyl phthalate, were also examined by SFG-VS, exhibiting different leaching behaviors. 77 A study by Hankett et al. showed that the leached DEHP molecules can be transferred by water and attach to other surfaces. 42 In an earlier study by Clarke et al., plasticized polyurethane films were studied in air, in water, and in albumin solution. It was found that plasticizers such as dioctyl sebacate and onitrophenyl octyl ether tended to segregate at the polymer surface in air and in water. The plasticizer segregation can affect protein adsorption to the polymer surface. 78
Poly(Lactic Acid) in Water
Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) is an important biodegradable polymer that has found applications in drug delivery, 3D printing, and implants. The name of PLA is sometimes confusing, since PLA is actually a polyester instead of a polyelectrolyte. Johnson et al. compared the SFG-VS and the IR spectroscopy results of PLA materials prepared using different ways and found that although the IR spectra for all the materials were similar, the SFG-VS spectra in the C-H region revealed the discrepant crystallinity behaviors of different PLAs. 79 Crystalline PLA had strong surface and bulk signals in an SFG spectrum, while the amorphous PLA had much weaker signals, indicating the relatively more disordered structure. 79 Due to the important value of PLA in biomedical applications, the interfacial structures between PLA and water have drawn great attention from scientists. Yang et al. observed the surface crystallization of the PLA materials in water. 80 Such a crystallization could hamper the polymer degradation and the drug-release-rate when PLA was used in combination with drug delivery magnetic nanoparticles. Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy has helped determine the optimal mixing ratio between PLA and the nanoparticle, which minimized the PLA crystallization in water. 80 When the PLA-nanoparticle composite has $20% nanoparticles in the bulk, the surface crystallization was minimized, showing the lowest SFG-VS signal from the polymer/water interface, as shown in Figure 8 .
The Interface Between Poly(Ethylene Glycol) and Water
Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), which is also known as polyethylene oxide (PEO), is a very important water-soluble polymer that has wide applications in industrial manufacturing, biology, and medicine. Dreesen et al. used SFG-VS to examine the water/PEG interface. It was shown that the PEG molecules, although well ordered in air, became disordered in the presence of water. 81 Chen et al. studied the adsorption of PEG and poly(propylene glycol) (PPG) at various water interfaces including air, PS, PMMA, and fused silica. 82 In order to eliminate the spectral contribution from the polymer substrates, deuterated polymers were used. The favorable interaction between the hydrophobic segments in the polyethers and the hydrophobic substrate such as PS led to ordered CH 2 and CH 3 groups and strong SFG-VS signal. On the other hand, the unfavorable interactions between the hydrophobic segments and the hydrophilic substrates such as PMMA and fused silica gave randomized CH 2 and CH 3 groups at the interfaces. 82 Similar results were reported by Kim et al. and studied the adsorption of PEG and PPG on deuterated polystyrene and silica substrates. 83 Additionally, water was found to be a critical factor to determine the ordering of the hydrophobic moieties adsorbed at the hydrophobic interfaces. 83 A study on the adsorption of PEG with different end groups at various surfaces showed that the hydrophobic end groups, although comprising only a small portion of the whole polymer, can dominate the water interface of the PEG-based polymers. 84 For amphiphilic copolymers such as poly(ethylene oxide)-poly(propylene oxide)-poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO-PPO-PEO), an SFG-VS study showed that both the solution/air and the solution/solid interfaces were dominated by the methyl groups from the PPO blocks, which had low surface free energy. 85 The unfavorable interactions between the hydrophobic methyl groups and the less hydrophobic substrates such as PMMA resulted in less ordered methyl groups at the interface, showing decreased SFG-VS signal (Figure 9a ). 85 Pluronic F127, a PEO-PPO-PEO polymer, was blended with polyethersulfone (PES) to improve the fouling-resistance properties of PES. 86 It was found that a small amount of pluronic F127 can effectively alter the surface molecular structures of PES. The surface of the polymer blend can be fully covered by the hydrophobic PPO segments when the pluronic F127 concentration was higher than 10 wt%. Upon water contact, the hydrophilic PEO segments tended to protrude from the polymer surface into water to provide fouling resistance of proteins. Surface structures revealed by SFG-VS were correlated with the fouling-resistance properties of the polymer blends. 86 
Polyelectrolytes in Water
Another important type of water soluble polymer is polyelectrolyte, which has been widely applied to modify the stability and flowing properties of aqueous solutions and colloids. For example, polyelectrolyte has been used in combination with surfactants in many of the technological processes. Understanding the adsorption behavior of such a polyelectrolyte/surfactant combination at interfaces under water is important for many industrial applications. In 2001, The Davies group used SFG-VS to study the adsorption of sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) at the solid-liquid interfaces, at the presence of various amount of NaCl and poly(ethylenimine) (PEI) in solution. 87 PEI was found to enhance the SDS adsorption and ordering more effectively than NaCl and less effectively than the PEI-NaCl combination, at the interface between deuterated octadecanethiol (d-ODT) on gold and the aqueous solution. 87 The negative resonant peaks in the spectra implied that the surfactant methyl groups oriented towards the solution and their methylene chain pointed towards the d-ODT substrate. In another study, the effect of temperature and pH on the co-adsorption of SDS and PEI was investigated. 88 Higher temperature, which could enhance the motion of the SDS chains, can cause the conformational disorder of the surfactant. However, in the temperature range 20-60 C, the surface excess of SDS was generally unaffected. At low pH, the PEI was highly charged, and the SDS alkyl chains tended to form ordered structures due to the electrostatic interaction between PEI and SDS to reduce the inter-surfactant spacing of SDS. At a high pH 12, no formal charge was existing for PEI, and the SDS alkyl chain turned to be more disordered. 88 These changes can be observed from the pH-dependent SFG spectra from the adsorbed SDS layer, as shown in Figure 9b .
The adsorption structures of poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) at the oil/water interface have been studied by the Richmond group using SFG-VS. 89 Such adsorption occurred in multiple steps and was found to be pH dependent. At low pH (<4.5), the PAA contained few charged groups. This allowed a densely packed structure to form at the interface, which also exhibited highly ordered C¼O groups. 89 At high pH (>4.5), the PAA contained a large number of charged carboxyl groups, which repulsively interacted with each other and strongly interacted with water molecules. This prevented ordered polymer packing to occur at the interfaces. 89 In a continued study, Beaman et al. explored the adsorption behavior of poly(methylacrylic acid) (PMA), in both isotactic and atactic forms, between water and CCl 4 . 90 It was found that at low pH (<4.0), the isotactic and atactic PMA behaved differently at the interface. Furthermore, the adsorption process of PAA and PMA at low pH was further explained. 90 For the PAA and the atactic PMA, a layer of polymer with ordered C¼O groups was first adsorbed in less than 1 min (Figure 9c, top panel) . Then more adsorption can occur with coiled polymer chains. For the isotactic PMA, the more rigid polymer structure resulted in only a very small amount of ordered polymer adsorbed at the interface (Figure 9c, middle panel) . At high pH (>4.5), due to the strong interaction between the charged polymer and water, interfacial polymer adsorption was unlikely to occur (Figure 9c, bottom panel) . 90 The effect of metal ions on the adsorption behavior of PMA at water/CCl 4 interface was also reported. 91 The electrostatic interaction between cation and carboxylate groups in polymer affected the polymer adsorption dynamics. For isotactic PMA, the presence of cations can induce the adsorption of the PMA to the interface due to ion binding and charge screening. A fast adsorption process and a slow reordering process were also observed at the interface. For syndiotactic PMA, the polymer cannot strongly interact with cations, preventing the ion binding and the charge screening to happen. This kept the polymer soluble in water and prevented the adsorption of the polymer at the interface. 91 A review paper published in 2014 summarized the SFG-VS studies of the adsorption of PAA and PMA at water/oil interface. 92 The surface wetting on the polyelectrolyte multilayers, which were obtained by the layer-by-layer alternating deposition of poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDDA) and poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS), was investigated by Liu et al. 93 It was found that the PDDA-capped surfaces did not affect the surface hydrophilicity, while the PSScapped surfaces can be translated to either water wetting in hydrophobic environment or water de-wetting in hydrophilic environment, depending on the surface orientation of the benzenesulfonate groups. 93 
Polymers with Phenyl Rings
Many polymers have rigid ring structures in their backbone or side-chains or both. Such aromatic functional groups have more vibrational normal modes than the CH 2 or the CH 3 groups. These vibrational modes are usually overlapped in the frequency domain so that the peak assignment and the spectral interpretation are usually more complicated. The vibrational modes that usually contribute to the SFG spectra in the C-H vibration region are v 20 , v 2 , v 7a , v 7b , and v 20b . 23 Yang et al. studied the molecular structures of d-PS at the interfaces of various liquids, including water. 94 The vibrational peak positions of the d-PS phenyl group were sensitive to the environment, as a 6 cm -1 redshift was observed for the v 2 mode when the contacting media was changed from air to water. From quantitative molecular orientation analysis, it was found that the d-PS phenyl groups tended to adopt a small tilt angle ($35 ) in air. Upon contacting the low-surface-tension liquids such as hexane, methanol, and ethanol, the surface structure of d-PS was only slightly altered from that in air. However, liquids with high-surface-tension, such as water and glycerol, can significantly change the orientation of the d-PS phenyl groups, making them lying down at the interfaces with a tilt angle $70 . 94 Lu et al. studied the surface restructuring of phenolic resins exposed in humid air using SFG-VS. 27 In these resins, the aromatic ring groups were present in the polymer backbone or as polymer end groups. Due to the rigid structure of the ring groups in the polymer backbone, humid air did not alter the surface orientation of such aromatic groups. However, the phenol end groups, having less rigidity, can change its orientation from ''standing up'' to ''lying down'' on the polymer surface after humidity exposure. 27 In summary, SFG-VS provided useful insights to understand molecular behaviors of polymers at water interfaces. Short and more rigid polymer side-chains tend to remain their conformation in contacting water; on the other hand, longer and less rigid side-chains tend to alter the conformation to minimize the interfacial free energy. The properties of the side-chains largely determined the interfacial properties of polymers in water. Anti-fouling polymer coatings were developed by designing polymer side-chains to expose highly positively charged atoms to disrupt cell membrane or to form a hydration layer through hydrogen bonds to prevent protein or cell adhesion. Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy helped understand the anti-fouling mechanisms of these polymer coatings in water. Plasticizers used in plastics can leach from the polymer matrix and carried by water to contaminate other surfaces, revealed by SFG-VS. Water soluble polymers such as PEI and PAA tend to adsorb at the interfaces in water and their interfacial conformations are pH-and temperature-dependent. Besides qualitative understanding, SFG-VS provides quantitative measurement of molecular orientation of functional groups such as methyl groups and phenyl rings in water.
The Study of Polymer/Metal Interfaces
Polymers are frequently used in contact with metals, such as during metal coating and adhesion. An in situ study of polymer/metal interfaces can reveal interfacial molecular structures that determine the properties of polymers attaching metal. However, such buried polymer/metal interfaces are difficult to probe, even with SFG-VS. Metals are usually not transparent to either the visible or the mid-IR beams for SFG excitation. Therefore, the laser beams need to reach the interfaces from the polymer bulk. A thick or less transparent polymer film could significantly attenuate the input beams, especially the mid-IR beam. For thin polymer films, SFG signals from the polymer surface and the polymer/metal buried interface can interfere and complicate the spectral interpretation. Several methods were developed to retrieve the pure SFG-VS signal from the buried interface in such conditions.
In the first method, a thin film model was used considering multiple reflections of laser beams in the polymer film deposited on top of a metal surface. 57, 58 The overall SFG-VS spectra were the interference from the signal at the polymer surface and the polymer/metal interface. Typically, SFG-VS signals were measured from a series of polymer films with different thicknesses. 50 The difference in thickness resulted in different interference patterns on the overall SFG spectra (Figure 10a ), which can be used to retrieve the SFG-VS signal from the buried interface. 50 Such a method requires to prepare polymer films with different thicknesses on top of metal surfaces and to accurately measure the film thicknesses (Figure 10b, left) . In another method by sandwiching the polymer thin film between the metal and a fused silica window (Figure 10b , right), 95 the interfacial SFG-VS signal was obtained from one direct measurement. This is because the SFG-VS signal generated at the polymer/silica interface is usually negligible compared with that generated from the polymer/ metal interface. Later, it was found that the SFG-VS signal measured in ppp polarization from a thin film deposited on the metal surface was primarily from the buried interface. 96 Such a method further simplified the experimental approaches for obtaining the SFG-VS signal from buried polymer/metal interface. However, as shown in Eq. 14, the ppp spectra involve contributions from four interfacial nonlinear susceptibility components. This may complicate the data analysis for deriving interfacial molecular orientations. The consistency of the abovementioned experimental approaches for buried polymer/metal interface studies has been compared recently. 97 Backus et al. showed that local Fresnel factors could significantly affect the SFG signal at metal interface by shaping the strong non-resonant SFG signal from electrons in the metal. 98 This indicates the importance in the accurate calculation of the Fresnel factor at such interfaces for signal interpretation.
In a recent study of the PS/silver interface using the ''sandwiched'' geometry, 99 it was discovered that the PS phenyl rings adopted order at the interface. Molecular orientation analysis concluded that the phenyl rings at the interface tilted away from the silver surface. 99 In another study, a similar sandwiched geometry was used to investigate the molecular ordering of conjugated polymers (CPs) at metal interfaces. 100 It was found that polymer orientations were different at two types of CP/metal interfaces: metal evaporated on the CP, and CP spin coated on the metal. The results also showed that spontaneous charge transfer between metal and CP was affected by the polymer molecular arrangements (Figure 10c ). 100 A study of the epoxy/copper interface correlated the interfacial molecular structures of the epoxy and the adhesion promoters with the mechanical adhesion strength of such interfaces. 101 To sum up, metal usually generates strong nonresonant SFG signal, which can amplify the polymer signal at interfaces. The challenge is to obtain SFG-VS signal from pure polymer/metal interface by either suppressing the SFG-VS signal at polymer surfaces or using special methods to deconvolute spectra from the mixed surface and interface signals. Molecular orientations of polymers at metal interfaces determine the interfacial properties such as the effectiveness of spontaneous charge transfer and the adhesion strength.
Understanding Adhesion Mechanism at Polymer Interfaces
In this section, we review recent SFG-VS studies on the understanding of adhesion mechanism when polymer is at least one of the two adhering materials. Most adhesives are polymeric materials, which have relatively low deformation resistance and modulus. The adhesion strength of polymer to strong inorganic surfaces is usually determined by the strength of the polymer and the properties of polymer at interface. The polymer-polymer adhesion strength is usually determined by the connecting interfacial area where different polymer chains interact. Nevertheless, molecular level understanding of the interfacial structures is crucial for the elucidation of adhesion mechanisms involving polymers. Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy has been extensively applied to understand such adhesion mechanisms at polymer interfaces in situ.
Silicone Adhesives
Silicone adhesives, by offering high flexibility, high thermal resistance, high electrical resistivity, and good optical properties, have been broadly used in electrical, automotive, and aerospace industries. Many of the common applications of silicones materials involve cross-linked PDMS. A variety of cross-linking mechanisms have been used to convert the PDMS polymers into a solid elastomer. Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy has been used to probe buried interfaces between silicone elastomer and various substrates to understand the interfacial behavior of PDMS. In 2013, Zhang et al. reported a study using SFG-VS to interrogate molecular structures of PDMS at various buried interfaces. 102 It was found that PDMS methyl groups ordered at both the polymer/silicone and the silica/silicone interfaces. From quantitative orientation analysis, the ranges of both the tilt angle and the twist angle of methyl groups were calculated. Furthermore, the absolute orientations of the methyl groups were determined by using a TiO 2 film, and were correlated to the substrate hydrophobicities.
The silicone adhesive has poor adhesion to many common substrates. In order to improve the adhesion, adhesion promoters are usually used. Silane molecules are the most commonly used adhesion prompters at polymer interfaces. In order to develop adhesion promoters with better performance, it is crucial to understand the behavior of such silane molecules at adhesive interfaces. The first SFG-VS study of silane/polymer interface was reported by the Chen group in 2003. 103 It was found that different silane molecules can adopt different conformations at polymer interfaces, depending on the polymer surface properties. A following study revealed the diffusion of amino-silane molecules 104 and epoxy-silane molecules 105 into the polymer matrix by monitoring the changes in the SFG-VS signal at interfaces. Interfacial hydrogen bond formation between silane molecules and the poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) substrate was detected by SFG-VS. 106 Silane molecules were also mixed with other commercial adhesion-promoting mixtures at various ratios to understand their structure and function at polymer interfaces. 107 In order to mimic the practical adhesion condition, Vázquez et al. incorporated the methoxy-silane molecules into the PDMS matrix and studied the silane structures at silicone/polymer interface. 108 It was found that signals from silane methoxy groups at interfaces significantly decreased after curing the elastomer. Zhang et al. further improved the interfacial SFG signal level by using a near TIR geometry to detect the weak SFG-VS signal at buried interfaces. 36 This allowed quantitative fitting of the methoxy peaks and more precise comparison of the methoxy signal changes. Furthermore, for the first time, the interfacial SFG-VS signal was correlated with the mechanical adhesion strength. 36 The results revealed that silane head group disorder or reaction at interfaces was likely responsible for the adhesion promotion ( Figure 11a) . A quantitative study showed that ethoxy head groups from the ethoxy-silane molecules also involved in the adhesion promotion process. 109 Poly(methylsilsesquioxane) (PMSQ) is a widely used porous organosilicate for the low-k (small dielectric constant) dielectric interlayer material in integrated circuits to improve the insulation between conducting parts and to reduce power dissipation. PMSQ is highly porous, thus having an issue of moisture uptake during the chemical and mechanical polishing processes. The adsorbed water could lower the dielectric permittivity between conductive parts, leading to lower breakdown electric fields and current leakage that deteriorate the performance and the reliability of the electronics insulated by PMSQ. Nevertheless, it is essential to study the moisture uptake mechanism and the water adsorption process at interfaces between PMSQ and substrates such as silicon or silicon oxide. An SFG-VS study found both strongly and weakly hydrogenbonded water molecules at the PMSQ/SiO 2 interface (Figure 11b ). 110 Such interface adsorbed water molecules were likely responsible for the degradation of the interconnection layer in microelectronics. 110 In another work, a method using the interference between the surface and the interface SFG signals was used to derive the buried interfacial signal of PMSQ at silicon interface. 111 Plasma etching was commonly used during the incorporation of low-k materials to the electronic interconnections. However, uncontrolled plasma treatment may harm the porous low-k films. The surface and interface of plasmatreated PMSQ materials were studied using SFG-VS. 101, 112 It was found that the surface structure of dense organosilicate films was more resilient to plasma treatment than that of the porous films. 112 
Epoxy Adhesives
Epoxy is another type of widely used adhesive in electronic/ electrical industry. Epoxy resins are usually formed through the reaction between monomers, oligomers, or polymers having epoxide groups and the hardeners such as polyfunctional amines, alcohols, or thiols. Epoxy cross-linking, also known as epoxy curing, converts pre-epoxies into a thermosetting resin that has high mechanical strength and high chemical resistance. Epoxies are frequently used as packaging materials for electronic devices. The epoxy packaging is often carried out using underfill technology, in which the interconnections between the electronic chips and the printed circuit boards are encapsulated by epoxy materials to provide both environmental and thermo-mechanical protection of the electronic assembly. The failure of the epoxy underfill adhesion to the electronic substrate due to aging or environmental effects could lead to the failures of the electronic devices. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the adhesion between epoxy and various substrates in order to design better adhesives to prevent such failures.
Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy has been used to interrogate the interfaces between epoxies and different types of substrates. In 2011, Vázquez et al. reported a study using SFG-VS to derive molecular orientations of epoxy molecules cured on surfaces of various substrates. 113 However, SFG-VS signal from the buried epoxy/polymer interface was so weak that the vibrational peaks can barely be resolved. 113 Zhang et al. improved the SFG-VS technique for the study of buried epoxy interfaces by using a near TIR geometry which allowed to detect weak signal contributed by the interface molecules. 114 Furthermore, the interfacial molecular structures of cured epoxies incorporated with silane molecules were Figure 11 . Understanding the adhesion mechanism using SFG-VS. (a) Left panel: SFG-VS spectra collected from the interfaces between deuterated poly(ethylene terephthalate) (d 4 -PET) and cured silicone incorporated with (3-glycidoxypropyl) trimethoxysilane (g-GPS) or g-GPS þ methylvinylsiloxanol (MVS) mixture. The methoxy SFG-VS signal at 2840 cm -1 decreased when MVS was incorporated with g-GPS, indicating possible chemical reactions at interfaces to improve the adhesion strength. Middle panel: the adhesion shear strength of PDMS to PET with and without the g-GPS or g-GPS:MVS mixture incorporated into the PDMS matrix. Modified from Zhang et al. 36 Right panel: a schematic showing silane ordering at the polymer/PDMS interface. (b) Hydrogen bonding at SiO 2 /PMSQ interface. a and b denote weak and strong hydrogen bonds, respectively. Adapted from Zhang et al. 110 (c) The scheme of epoxy adhesion to PET when amine was used as a cross-linker. Adapted from Zhang et al. 115 (d) Sum frequency generation (left spectral panel) and ATR FT-IR spectra (right spectral panel) acquired from SiO 2 /epoxy interface after hydrothermal aging for different times. The strong water signal at 3000-3500 cm -1 indicates that water can diffuse into and order at the interface during hydrothermal aging. Adapted from Myers et al. 117 Right: a schematic shows that water diffuses to and traps at the SiO 2 /epoxy interface. correlated with the mechanical adhesion strength. 114 It was found that ordered interfacial structures corresponded to weak adhesion and disordered interfacial structures led to strong adhesion. Another study combining SFG-VS and ATR FT-IR results showed that both epoxy and amine can dissolve and diffuse into the PET film to form an interphase region. 115 In this region, the PET backbone was modified by the amine. During epoxy curing, the epoxide groups can cross-link with the modified PET film to provide strong adhesion. Such an adhesion scheme was depicted in Figure 11c . This hypothesis was further verified by incorporating reactive and nonreactive silane molecules into the epoxy system. 115 Polyimides are widely used organic substrates for microelectronic packaging. In order to improve the adhesion of epoxy resin to polyimide, plasma treatment is frequently used. Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy study showed that plasma treatment of polyimide surfaces can alter the orientation of the polyimide backbone at buried epoxy interface. 116 In the electronic industry, the delamination of epoxy packaging from the silicon or organic substrate during hygrothermal aging is a general concern in packaging reliability. Therefore, it is important to investigate the interfacial failure mechanism that occurs during hygrothermal aging. Using SFG-VS, Myers et al. first correlated the interfacial molecular structures of cured epoxy resins on various substrates with the macroscopic adhesion strength during hygrothermal aging. 117 The results showed that water molecules tended to diffuse into the more hydrophilic interfaces during hygrothermal aging process and ordered at the interface (Figure 11d ), replacing the original interfacial hydrogen bonding networks and reducing the adhesion strength. On the contrary, at the more hydrophobic interface such as PS, no ordered water was detected (Figure 11d ), corresponding to a much smaller decrease in the adhesion strength. 117 The addition of silane adhesion promoters was found to be effective in preventing the water diffusion into the interface and improving the adhesion strength between polymer and epoxy. 118 The molecular structures between epoxy and copper were also studied by SFG-VS using a sandwiched window geometry. Together with locus of failure analysis, it was shown that the delamination occurred at a weak region in the epoxy near the interface, which was caused by changes in the epoxy structure in such an area. 101 
Other Adhesives
Polyurethane is a frequently used adhesive and coating material in industry. To understand the biocompatibility of plasticized polyurethane, SFG-VS was deployed to probe behaviors of plasticizers at polyurethane/water interface. It was found that plasticizers can segregate to the polyurethane interfaces and affect the protein adsorption. 78 In another study, hydrogen-bonded water molecules were found at the polyurethane/sapphire interface after water vapor exposure of the polyurethane coated sapphire substrate. 119 Such water molecules disrupted interactions between polyurethane and sapphire.
Inspired by mussel adhesive proteins containing 3,4-dihydoxyphenylalanine (DOPA), a synthetic adhesive polymer was developed to mimic DOPA-containing proteins. To understand the adhesion mechanism, SFG-VS was applied to probe the molecular structures of such an adhesive polymer in air, in water, and at polymer interfaces. 120 It was found that both the catechol and the quinone rings from the polymer were ordered when the polymer was placed under water. The benzene p-p interaction was likely responsible for the adhesion of the polymer to polystyrene. When adhere to poly(allylamine), the amino group might react with the quinones or form hydrogen bonding with catechol groups to give adhesion. 120 In summary, SFG played an important role in elucidating the adhesion mechanism at buried interfaces. Strong adhesion is usually associated with randomized interfacial molecular structures, indicating low interfacial energy, caused by interfacial reaction, diffusion, or reorientation; on the contrary, weak adhesion is usually linked to ordered molecular conformation at buried interfaces, having high interfacial energy, caused by interfacial segregation of specific moieties. Water can diffuse into the hydrophilic adhesive/substrate interface, disrupt the interfacial bonding network, and weaken the adhesion.
The Study of Other Polymer/Solid Interfaces

Interfaces Between Polymer and Inorganic Oxide
In 2000, Gautam et al. utilized a TIR geometry in SFG-VS to study the PS/air and PS/sapphire interfaces. 23 The refractive index of the sapphire is much higher than that of the polymer. When the incident angle was tuned to 64 , the TIR occurred at the PS/sapphire interface. When the incident angle was at 36 , the incident beam could pass through the PS/sapphire interface and the TIR occurred at the PS/air interface. Therefore, using different input angles, different interfaces could be selectively probed. 23 The molecular orientation of the interfacial phenyl group was determined using the phenyl v 7a and v 20b vibrational modes. It was found that the phenyl group tilt angle was small at the PS/ air interface and was large at the PS/sapphire interface (Figure 12a ). 23 Lachat et al. studied the interface of polyacrylonitrile (PAN), a model for the nitrile rubber, after annealing below and above the glass transition temperature (T g ). 121 The nitrile SFG-VS peak can shift upon interacting with surrounding molecules. The nitrile peak in the PAN bulk was centered at 2242 cm -1 , observed in the FT-IR. Low temperature annealing resulted in the observation of a redshifted nitrile stretching mode at 2236 cm -1 at PAN/ sapphire interface. High temperature annealing, on the other hand, blueshifted the interfacial nitrile peak to 2254 cm -1 , indicating the formation of hydrogen bond between the nitrile group in the polymer and the hydroxyl group on the sapphire substrate. At room temperature, the nitrile peaks were similar at the interfaces of PAN/air, PAN/ water, and PAN/heptane. This indicated that such environments cannot break the strong CN-CN dipole interaction, which was the primary reason for the superior chemical resistant capability of PAN and nitrile rubber. 121 Introducing functional end groups to polymers could improve the performance of polymer materials used as thin films. For example, Shimomura et al. studied the enhancement of thin PS film stability on SiO x by grafting o-N-(3 -(dimethylamino)propyl)propylamide terminate groups to the polymer. 122 The modified PS (PS-N) showed improved stability when the PS-N weight fraction in the film exceeded 40%. Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy results showed that the PS-N end was aligned and strongly interacted with the SiO x through hydrogen bonding, making the polymer film more sustainable to washing. 122 Polymer deposition methods could affect the interfacial molecular structures. Tsuruta et al. compared the spincoated and the solvent-casted PS film on quartz surfaces. 123 It was found that the spin-coating method could result in aligned polymer chains at the interface, giving strong SFG-VS signal from the PS phenyl group (Figure 12b ). On the other hand, the solvent casting method gave a nonoriented film, generating only methylene signal at the interface (Figure 12b ). 123 In either case, the polymer chain was not much relaxed even after the conventional annealing above the PS T g . Solvent annealing could allow the polymer chains to fully relax to the energetically preferable state with random orientations. 123 Inutsuka et al. further compared the effect of the two deposition methods in preparing the PS and PMMA films on hydrophobic deuterated octadecyltrichlorosilane and hydrophilic SiO x surfaces. 40 For the PS film, the interaction between polymer and the substrate was weak, resulting in discrepant orientation behaviors of phenyl groups in different polymer aggregation states when prepared using different methods. Similar difference was also observed for the PMMA film at the hydrophobic interface. However, strong hydrogen bonding between carbonyl groups in PMMA and the hydrophilic SiO x surface gave similarly orientated ester methyl groups along interface normal at the PMMA/SiO x interface. 40 These papers revealed that the centrifugal force could affect the interfacial structures when the polymer/substrate interaction force was low. In an SFG-VS measurement of a polymer thin film, the detected signal can come from multiple interfaces, such as the polymer/substrate and polymer/air interfaces. In order to separate the buried interface signal from the polymer surface in air, several methods have been used. One method is to increase the thickness of the polymer and let the laser reach the buried interface from the substrate side. In this case, the IR beam could be absorbed by the thick polymer film and could not reach the polymer surface in air. 24 Furthermore, Wilson et al. developed a model to selectively probe polymer/dielectric interface by controlling the polymer film thickness. 124 Different thicknesses of polymer thin films gave different Fresnel factors. Manipulating the film thickness can therefore minimize the SFG-VS signal from the undesired interface, resulting in a relatively pure signal from the buried interface. 124 Based on such a method, Lu et al. studied the interference effect of PBMA interfaces between silica and water. 59 Additionally, angular-dependent SFG-VS in an TIR geometry can separate the interfacial signal based on the interference pattern from the two interfaces. 125 Li et al. developed a theoretical model for the angular-dependent SFG-VS and applied it to study the interface between PS and sapphire. 125 
Interface Between Polymer and Polymer
Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy has been extensively used to study polymer/polymer interfaces. In 2002, the Dhinojwala group studied the interface between PS and a comb polymer poly(vinyl N-octadecyl carbamate-co-vinyl acetate) (PVDC) using SFG-VS. 126 In this work, a TIR SFG geometry was used based on a sapphire prism. The results showed that both the methyl and methylene groups from the comb polymer were ordered at the interface. The presence of the methylene signal indicated the gauche defects on PVDC alkyl side-chains at the interface. The phenyl groups from PS were also ordered at the interface, with a larger tilt angle compared with that on the PS surface in air. 126 Similar molecular structures were also found at the interface between PS and poly(octadecyl acrylate) (PA-18). 127 When the temperature was increased to the near melting temperature of the PA-18, the SFG signals from both the PA-18 and the PS decreased, as shown in Figure 12c . Although this temperature was well below the glass transition temperature (T g ) of the PS, the PS interface can undergo significant structural change due to the solid-liquid transition of the contacting PA-18 polymer. 127 Chen et al. Studied the buried PBMA/PS interface using a window geometry. 35 The PS was first spin casted on a silica window and the PBMA was deposited on top of the PS film. In order to avoid the SFG-VS signal at the PBMA/air interface, a very thick PBMA film ($200 mm) was used. It was found that the ester methyl groups from the PBMA side-chain tended to ''stand up'' on the PBMA/air interface and ''lie down'' at the interface between PBMA and water. At the PBMA/PS interface, the tilt angle of the ester methyl group was between the two extreme conditions at PBMA/ air and PBMA/water interfaces. 35 Liu et al. studied the polymer interfacial structures between PMMA and PS, and showed that ester methyl groups of PMMA were ordered towards the interface at the laterally discontinuous PS/ PMMA interface. 128 Chen et al. observed an SFG-VS signal decrease after contacting N-(2-Aminoethyl)-3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (AATM) to PMMA film. 104 Using a deuterated PMMA film deposited on a PS film, and by studying the interfacial molecular structure changes as a function of time, it was concluded that AATM can diffuse through the PMMA and PS films. By fitting the SFG signal duration curve, the diffusion coefficients of AATM in PMMA and PS were determined. 104 In polymers, the rate of silane molecule diffusion is much slower than that of other small molecules such as O 2 and CO 2 . Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy allows such silane diffusion coefficient to be measured in a short time period. This is because very thin film can be used in SFG-VS measurement. In comparison, using the conventional way such as IR absorption to measure the diffusion coefficient, much thicker polymer films must be used, requiring a much longer diffusion time.
There are many other important interfaces formed by two types of polymers. One example is the interfaces between polymer and adhesives, which have been reviewed previously. [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [120] Another example is the rubbing and sliding between two polymers, which will be discussed in the following section.
Polymer Rubbing and Sliding
Rubbing and sliding polymers are frequently encountered in many conditions. The polymer surfaces, during the rubbing and sliding, could exhibit significant structural changes. In 1999, Wei et al. showed that SFG-VS allowed quantitative determination of the polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) chain orientation after rubbing. 129 Rubbing can align polymer chains and induce anisotropy of surface molecules. Such surface anisotropy can be quantified by measuring the SFG-VS signal of PVA while rotating the surface. In such a case, the surface molecules were not isotropic at different azimuthal angles. It was found that CH 2 groups were orientated on the PVA surface, and the vibrational signal from CH 2 , both symmetric and asymmetric, can be used to measure such surface anisotropy. Similarly, the rubbing effects on polyimides 130 and poly(vinyl cinnamate) 131 surfaces have also been studied. These works provided direct evidences that the mechanical rubbing of polymer surface can align polymer backbones on the surface. The polymer surface with ordered polymeric chains can act as a good template for organic crystal materials in mechanical, electrical, and optical applications.
Interfacial molecular structures obtained by SFG-VS can be correlated with frictional force between polymers during sliding. Yurdumakan et al. compared the frictional force of PDMS lens on PS and on PVDC surfaces, and found that the PDMS/PS friction was much higher than the PDMS/PVDC. 132 Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy results showed the presence of well-ordered crystalline hydrocarbon chains on the PVDC surface, which did not restructure upon PDMS sliding. However, the phenyl groups on the PS surface changed orientation during the sliding, which was caused by the interpenetration between polymer side-chains and was responsible for the higher frictional force. This work gave explanation for the lower friction force of PDMS on the crystalline surfaces than on the glassy surfaces. 132 It is important to understand the sliding behavior of the wet and deformable hydrophobic rubber on hydrophilic substrates. Nanjundiah et al. investigated the interfacial molecular structures between wet PDMS and a sapphire substrate upon sliding. 133 In the O-H stretching region, SFG-VS signal around 3200-3400 cm -1 was assigned to water molecules trapped between PDMS and the sapphire substrate, and the peak at 3690 cm -1 was from the free O-H groups on the sapphire surface. The contact region between PDMS lens and the sapphire surface was heterogeneous, with regions where PDMS chains directly contacted surface hydroxyl groups, and regions where a thin water layer was trapped between the two materials, as shown in Figure 13a . 133 The former region was responsible for the relatively high friction coefficient during wet sliding. In a recent study, Dhopatkar et al. detected the formation of a thin ice-like water layer between two charged surfaces that were created by introducing high concentration surfactant to polymer surfaces. Such a water layer, which can remain its ordered structure during the sliding, is largely responsible for the reduced sliding friction (Figure 13b ). 134 An unusual increase in the frictional force between PDMS lens and smooth glassy poly(n-propyl methacrylate) (PPMA) after the aging of the PDMS was studied by Kurian et al. 135 Both the XPS and the contact angle measurements cannot differentiate the difference in the PDMS surface structures before and after aging. However, upon sliding the aged PDMS lens on the PPMA surface, the SFG-VS signal from the PDMS methyl group was found to be three orders of magnitude higher than that from the unaged PDMS lens. Such a signal increase was due to the dramatic increase in the ordering of the PDMS methyl groups during sliding. It was proposed that PDMS aging resulted in the scission of the polymer chain and the dangling of PDMS chains. Such dangling chains were connected to the cross-linked PDMS chain through one end and can be easily aligned into highly ordered structures upon sliding. 135 The interpenetration of these dangling chains to the contacting polymer was likely responsible for the increase in the friction.
Glass-liquid transitions that usually happen in a temperature range known as the glass transition temperature (T g ) can significantly change the physical properties of a material. The measurement of surface T g for polymers is one of the most basic interests for material scientists. With the help of SFG-VS and polymer rubbing, the polymer surface T g can be determined. In 2003, Zhang et al. studied surface T g of Figure 13 . Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy study of polymer rubbing and sliding. (a) A schematic showing the heterogeneous interface between the wet PDMS lens and sapphire substrate. Adapted from Nanjundiah et al. 133 (b) A schematic showing the thin D 2 O layer between two charged surfaces. The water layer has an ice-like structure. Adapted from Dhopatkar et al. 134 (c) Polyvinyl alcohol SFG-VS signal amplitudes (top) and their ratio (bottom) for the CH 2 symmetric stretching mode as a function of annealing temperature. // and ? indicate SFG signal obtained with the input beams parallel and perpendicular to the rubbing direction, respectively. The iso signal was from the unrubbed surface. Adapted from Zhang et al. 136 PVA by rubbing the polymer surface to form aligned polymer chains and monitoring the SFG-VS signal change as a function of temperature. 136 Above the surface T g , the aligned PVA chains partially relaxed, showing a SFG-VS signal intensity change, as shown in Figure 13c . Using this method, the surface T g was determined to be $58 C for PVA, almost the same as the bulk T g . 136 This is possibly because the PVA chains on the surface were horizontally arranged, and such a structure was difficult to relax until the underlying bulk polymer is also changed. The surface T g was also studied for PS, by Schwab et al., using a similar method. 137 The phenyl peak at 3070 cm -1 , which was the most prominent peak of PS in the SFG-VS spectrum, was used to characterize the surface T g . Although it was determined that the surface had the same T g as the bulk, they found that the surface molecules were more flexible than the bulk, and tended to relax faster than the bulk. Furthermore, the surface had a relatively lower activation energy and a larger stretching exponent than the bulk. 137 
Semiconducting Polymers
Due to their higher flexibility, semi-conducting polymers have great advantages over the conventional Si-based semiconductors for the applications in modern electronics. However, the conductivity and the crystallinity of the organic semiconductors are still poorer than the inorganic materials. It is believed that surface structures of the semiconducting polymers determine the conducting properties of the materials. Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy signal is sensitive to the interfacial electric field since the second-order nonlinear susceptibility can be enhanced through the third order non-linear susceptibility scaled by the electric field. 138 Together with surface specificity, SFG-VS can provide elucidation of functionrelated interfacial molecular structures of semi-conducting polymers in various devices.
One of the important applications of a semi-conducting polymer is to be used in organic field effect transistors (OFET) as the semi-conducting layer. Such a layer is usually tens of nanometers thick and difficult to characterize in situ. Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy can address such a challenge by directly probing the layer and providing structural information of the film. In 2006, Ye et al. reported the study of an organic semi-conductor molecule, 5,5'-bis(4-hexylphenyl)-2,2'-bithiophene (6pttp6), on an OFET device, and found that the molecular structures revealed by SFG-VS were dependent on the gate voltage and had strong correlation with the electronic properties of the device. 139 Among semi-conducting polymer materials for OFET, poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) is the most widely studied molecule. The Massari group used SFG-VS to characterize the polymer/silica interface of a P3HT OFET during the operation of the device. 138 The schematic of the device and the experimental geometry are shown in Figure 14a . It was found that the charge accumulation could cause changes in the SFG-VS spectra of the P3HT molecules at the interface (Figure 14b ). Such spectral changes, however, were due to the interference between the unchanged vibrational signal from hexyl side-chains and the voltage-dependent nonresonant signals. This indicated that the P3HT side-chains were unperturbed by the bias voltage, while the conjugated core of P3HTwere likely experienced structural perturbations. 138 In order to study the backbone carbon-carbon vibrational modes of the P3HT, deuterated P3HT (dP3HT) was used to avoid the vibrations from the P3HT side-chain CH bending. 140 Organosilane self-assembled monolayers were used to modify the surface energies of the OFET dielectrics. It was found that the surface energy could affect the molecular orientation of the dP3HT molecules. High surface energy rendered the P3HT thiophene ring lying almost parallel to the surface. Low surface energy, on the contrary, gave a more edge-on structure of the thiophene rings, allowing higher charge mobility. 140 The annealing effect on the structure of regioregular poly-3-hexylthiophene (rrP3HT) was also investigated on SiO 2 and AlO x substrates. 141 The annealing was found to induce the molecular changes of rrP3HT, leading to a more edge-on orientation for the thiophene rings on SiO 2 surface, and a more face-on orientation for the thiophene rings on AlO x surface (Figure 14c ). 141 Anglin, et al. further followed the anneal process in real time using SFG-VS and observed the gradual change in orientation of the P3HT thiophene rings on bare silica and fluorocarbon functionalized silica substrates. 142 Xiao et al. studied the effect of solvent on the ordering of P3HT molecules after spin coating. An increased interfacial ordering of P3HT was found after incorporating a poor solvent acetone into the P3HT-chloroform solution. 143 Xiao et al. further investigated the influence of the polymer side-chain and the substrate properties on the polythiophene surface, bulk, and buried interfacial structures. 144 It was found that both the substrate and the side-chain hydrophobicity can affect the surface and the buried interfacial structures of polythiophene. 144 In a recent study, SFG-VS revealed that interfacial molecular orientation of polythiophene (PT) influenced perovskite solar cell power conversion efficiency. 145 The orientation of PT backbone was dependent on the alkyl side-chain length. A more perpendicular PT backbone to the interface improved the hole extraction capability and consequently enhanced the solar cell performance (Figure 14d ). 145 In another SFG-VS study on the buried polymer/ substrate interface of poly(triarylamine) (PTAA) OFET devices, 146 several spectral changes were found when -100 V gate voltage was applied to the device. First, a broad background showed up, likely caused by the polaronic absorbance of the PTAA at the silica interface (Figure 14e, top  panel) . Second, the change of the line shape at $1600 cm -1 was observed, possibly resulted from the different interference pattern between the vibrational peak at 1600 cm -1 and the enhanced background (Figure 14e, bottom right panel) . Third, a strong vibrational peak at 1260 cm -1 was detected (Figure 14e , bottom left panel). This peak was not initially present for the PTAA film, and can be assigned to the doping-induced vibrational mode, called structural perturbation band. 146 The optical interference in SFG-VS, considering multiple interfaces in OFET, has the potential to detect small frequency shifts in the spectra induced by the gate bias. 147 Lack of knowledge regarding the interference effect could lead to misinterpretation of the SFG-VS data. Besides SFG-VS, electronic SFG has also been utilized to investigate the electronic structures of organic semiconductors such as P3HT. 148 Overall, the SFG-VS signal at the polymer/inorganic oxide interface is usually weaker compared with that at polymer surfaces. Various methods have been developed to separate buried interfacial signal form the signal generated at the polymer surface. Polar polymer side-chains can form hydrogen bonds with substrates such as sapphire or silica. Different polymer deposition methods (such as solvent casting and spin coating) and annealing temperatures could alter the interfacial conformation of polymers. Isotope labeling can selectively measure specific functional groups in polymers, and is important for understanding molecular structures of complex polymer systems. Polymer rubbing and sliding can also change the molecular structures at buried interfaces. Long polymer side-chains or dangling polymer chains tend to increase the friction between rubber and polymer substrate; interfacial bonded water molecules, on the other hand, tend to reduce the friction. Integrating SFG-VS and OFET devices, the interfacial conformation changes of semi-conducting polymers at the presence of different interfacial electric fields can be understood. Such understanding has important value in designing advanced semi-conducting materials in industry.
Conclusion and Outlook
The advantages of SFG-VS have been highlighted by recent achievements from numerous research groups. Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy has gradually become one of the primarily used techniques for studies of buried interfaces in situ, especially for the interfaces involving polymer materials. It is not possible to cover all the related publications in this review. Instead, we focused on the SFG-VS studies on buried polymer/water, polymer/metal, polymer/adhesive, and other polymer/solid interfaces. We highlighted innovative work from multiple research groups to illustrate the importance of SFG-VS in the characterization of buried polymer interfaces in situ. We also laid the theoretical background and details for experimental implementation to help readers better understand the origin and characteristics of SFG-VS. The SFG-VS was proven a unique technique to explore interfacial presence and ordering of various molecules and functional groups, as well as to determine interfacial molecular orientations. Sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy has been applied to characterize the polymer surface restructuring in water, the mechanism of anti-biofouling, the diffusion and leaching of small molecules from polymer matrix, charge coupling, polymer crystallization, the adhesion mechanism, the friction and lubrication, and the surface glass transition temperature.
Looking into the future, SFG-VS will continue to play its important role in understanding polymer related interfaces. The advancement of laser technology would bring about SFG spectrometers with higher sensitivity, less complexity, and greater reliability for polymer interfacial analysis. Several approaches have been reported in order to improve the detection sensitivity of SFG-VS, such as using a doubly resonant approach, 149, 150 surface enhancement, 151 and heterodyne amplification. 152, 153 Compared with ps SFG-VS systems, fs SFG-VS spectrometers allow for faster spectral acquisition and therefore are expected to play a more pivotal role in surface science in the future. However, both ps and fs SFG spectrometers are currently bulky, complex, and expensive. Such limitations prevent wider application of this technology for a greater number of users. A reduction in system size, complexity, and cost with the help of future laser technology breakthroughs would change the role of SFG-VS from a research-based technology to a widely applicable surface specific tool for both laboratory and industry.
Data analysis in SFG-VS requires specific training in physical and analytical chemistry, especially for the derivation of molecular orientation at buried interfaces. Further improvement in data analysis algorithms would help reveal more undiscovered molecular structural information at interfaces. On the other hand, the interfacial molecular presence can be obtained based on the analysis of SFG-VS spectra and the prior knowledge of peak positions for different molecular moieties. Such analysis can be facilitated by developing a complete data base for vibrational peaks in SFG-VS, similar as that in Raman spectroscopy. A peak assignment list for SFG-VS in charactering polymer materials is provided in Appendix H. We note that peak positions in SFG spectra could slightly change upon the change of molecular environment.
Many novel methods have been developed based on SFG-VS to examine the surface molecular structures and to improve the interpretation of spectral data, such as the measurement of surface null angle, 154,155 polarization mapping, 48 and time domain SFG free induction decay methods. 156, 157 So far, these novel techniques have not been widely applied to polymer interface studies. Additionally, molecular dynamics simulations, ab initio calculations, and time-dependent density functional theory can assist to predict and interpret the vibrational signatures obtained from SFG-VS. [158] [159] [160] Future work utilizing these advanced methodologies to interpret polymer interfaces would improve the understanding of molecular behaviors at buried polymer interfaces.
Conventional SFG-VS measures only single spots on specially prepared homogeneous samples. Such a measurement prevents SFG-VS for the study of heterogeneous interfaces. Combining SFG-VS with optical microscopy [161] [162] [163] and the development of SFG-VS microscopy have extended buried interfacial analysis to heterogeneous interfaces. For example, an SFG-VS microscopy and imaging system has been developed by Baldelli et al. [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] based on non-collinear excitation beams. Moreover, a collinear SFG microscopy system has been reported by the Potma group 169 and the Kim group. 170 Future advancement in SFG microscopy would change the conventional way to study interfaces using SFG-VS through mapping the functional groups and the molecular orientations at buried polymer interfaces.
A single technique usually cannot provide enough information to thoroughly understand a complex system. Combining results from the SFG-VS and from other techniques can lead to a more complete understanding of polymer interfaces. To achieve multimodal measurement of interfacial molecules, SFG-VS has been combined with surface sensitive techniques such as XPS, 101 scanning electron microscopy, 101 ATR FT-IR, 115 SIMS, 171 IR spectroscopy, 172 Raman spectroscopy, 172 and integrated with CARS spectroscopy. 75, 173 Although many of these techniques are not suitable for in situ buried interfacial studies, the information obtained from these measurements at fractured interfaces can still help to better elucidate the buried interfaces.
The Zanni group developed the heterodyne-detected 2D-SFG spectroscopy, which was an analog of the 2D-IR spectroscopy but was sensitive to molecules at interfaces. 174 Compared to the conventional SFG-VS, the 2D-SFG allowed the measurement of more interfacial molecular information such as vibrational mode coupling, chemical energy transfer, and anharmonicities. The majority of 2D-SFG studies were for biomolecules. 175, 176 Applying 2D-SFG to polymer systems could inevitably bring new knowledge to the field.
In this review, we focused on the SFG-VS studies of widely used synthetic polymers. We need to mention that many biomolecules can be considered as natural polymers, such as cellulose, collagen polypeptide, deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), and polymerized amyloid b-peptide. The abovementioned biopolymers have been extensively examined by SFG-VS, 160,177-181 but were not discussed in this review. Excellent review articles related to the biological subjects of the SFG-VS can be found elsewhere. 5, 182, 183 We expect to see SFG-VS to continue to enhance the scientific understanding of polymer interfaces for researchers in physics, chemistry, and polymer science.
